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Preface 
This geologic guide was at first prepared for the purpose of the guidebook 
(mimeographed) of the Congress-Tour No.4 (Kinki)， Party B (Geosciences) of the 
Xlth Pacific Science Congress held in Tokyo， August-September 1966. The Congress-
Tour crossed the central part of the Kinki district between Kyoto and Shirahama 
(Kii peninsu.la) through Osaka， Kobe， Nara and Wakayama. ' It began at Osaka 
and ended at Kyoto. The route is shown on Fig. 1 (opposite page). The principal 
purpose of this five-day tour was to come in contact with the general geologic 
features of Southwest Japan， both neo-and mesotectonical. The main items were 
as follows: 
1) Rokko movements and their inftuences to the geomorphology of Kinki. 
2) Older and later movements of the Median tectonic line of SW ]apan. 
3) Tectonics of the outer zone of SW ]apan. 
4) Paleozoic， Mesozoic and Cenozoic formations in Kinki. 
5) Sambagawa and Ryoke metamorphic belt in Kinki. 
6) Cretaceous igneous rocks in Kinki. 
7) Marine terraces of the Kii peninsula. 
The mimeographed guidebook distributed among the participants of the tour 
consisted of the following parts : 
Part 1'. Geologic sketch of the Kinki district， Central ]apan， by N. IKEBE & K. ICHIKAWA 
(published later in this ]ournal， vol. 10， 1967). 
Part 11. Guidebook for each itinerary of particular area， prepared by leaders of伺 chi tinerary 
(original manuscript of the present article). 
Supplement. Geological guide en route Tokyo to Osaka via New Tokaido Line， by N. lKEBE. 
Appendix 1. The :R.okko movements， the Pliocene-Pleistocene crustal movements in ]apan， by 
N. IKEBE & K. HUZI'A (published later in Quarternaria， VIII， 1966). 
Appendix 2. Coloured geologic maps: Kobe city， Osaka prefecture， Wakayama prefecture and 
Ryoke complex of the Kinki district. 
In June-July， 1967， the 7th International Field Institute of the AGI (American 
Geological Institute) held in Japan crossed the Kinki district. At that time， the 
main part of the itineraries of the PSC-tour were covered， although some Stops were 
added and some others omitted， owing to the change of the starting point (Kyoto) 
and the daily schedule. 
As Part 11 of the mimeographed guidebook for PSC-AGI tour was prepared by 
various contributors and contains some new data not yet published， its publication 
has been requested especially by those who want to quote it. Thus it is now put 
to print in the present fOI'In. It does not contain general remark on the geology of 
the Kinki district， which is given in Part 1， published in this Journal， voI. 10 (1967). 
In the present“Geologic Guide"， several Stops， not visited by participants of 
the PSC-tour， but by those of the AGI-tour， are also incorporated. Therefore the 
stop-number is not the same as those of the PSC-tour. Arrangement of the origi-
nal manuscripts is changed partly and they are grouped into fi.ve itineraries， as 
shown in the Content. 
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It is not claimed that al of tbe selected Stops are best localities for umderstand-
ing the geology of each itinerary， because the Stops had to be easy of access by 
a large-size bus and not far from the highway-route. Moreover， itis not intended， 
because of limited time-schedule of the tours， that the itineraries are thorough and 
complete for a general geologic observations in the Kinki district. 
The Neogene sediments and the Cretaceous-Paleogene igneous rocks of the 
Hokutan district， the Triassic and older rocks of the Maizuru belt， the Permian of 
the Tamba belt， Kasagi area of the Ryoke belt， for example， had to be left out of 
mention. ]).t is desired that any additional publication wil1 cover these areas. 
On this 0ccasion， the editors acknow】edgethe con釘ibutorsfor preparing the 
manuscripts of respective' i'tinerary. Witk tbem， we' hope ぬis，g，eologic guide wiU 
be found useful also by those who will visit the areas in future. 
The EDITORS 
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Itinerary 1 
Rokko Mountain Area (Stop 1-1""-10) 
• 
By K. HUZITA and T. KASAMA 
Rokko mountain range 
Extending to the Island of Awaji， the Rokko mountain range runs along the 
western border of “Kinki Triangle"， which is proposed by HUZITA (1962) as a neote-
ctonic province in Southw，est ]apan， suffered from comparatively severe ，crustal 
deformations during the Quaternary period. The Kinki Triangle area is characterized 
by many elliptical basins， such as Osaka， Nara and Oomi， embraced by short and 
narrow mountain ranges running almost meridionally. The Rokko range is one of 
them. 
Such morphological features are considered to have been resulted from foun-
dation folding accompanied by many thrust fau.lts. Synclinal subsidences have formed 
sedimentary basins and have been filled up with thick Plio-Pleistocene sediments 
named Osaka group. Anticlinal uplifts have exposed basement rocks， but is partialIy 
overlain by thin Osaka group. The crustal movements forming the Kinki Triangle 
may be induced from such distributions of the Osaka group which has been inve-
stigated stratigraphically in detai1.・Havingmany good exposures， the Rokko range 
facing to Osaka Bay is one of the best places to reveal out the tectonic relations 
between uplifts and subsidences in the Kinki Triangle. 
Osaka group 
The Osaka group is composed of loose sediments made of gravels， sands and 
clays， and is divisible into two parts， Upper and Lower， by a characteristic thin 
tuff bed named “Azuki tuff" spreading over whole basin. The Pleistocene sediments 
exposed along the southern foot of the Rokko are divisible into terrace deposits and 
the Osaka group which can be divided into three formations， Koyoen， Koroen and 
Manchidani (Mantidani) formations in ascending order. The Azuki tuff is inserted 
in the Koroen formation. The Koyoen formation is limnic facies， while the Koroen 
is made of the alternations of marine clays and gravel beds. The Manchidani for-
mation rests on the slightly eroded surface of the Koroen formation and becomes 
gravelly increasingly. 
The sudden change of the fossil flora occurred between the Lower and the Upper 
parts of the Osaka group. The former contains archaic Metasequoia fiora， but the 
latter yields modern elements of ]aponic type. Moreover， several horizons indicating 
the cooI climate by such plant remains of boreal type as Pinus koraiensis， Larix 
gtnelinii and Menyanthis trifoliata can be recognized. 
Structural features 
Four main thrusts ha ve been confirmed in the eastern part of the Rokko range ; 
Rokko， Gosukebashi， Ashiya and Koyo faults. Each block bounded by a pair of these 























Fig. A-l!. Map of the locations of the stops and main roads in the Rokko area. 
amount of the remnants of the Osaka group resting on it as shown in Figs. A-2・3.
There is no Osaka group on the Rokko block. On the Kashigamine block， only 
smal1 patches of the Lower part of the Osaka group remain at Hanabara， which is 
confirmed by the finC;iing of the Metasequoia flora from them. In the Kitayama 
block， the Lower part of the Osaka group abuts against basement everywhere. The 
Muko block is covered by thick Osaka group. The vertical shift of each thrust is 
estimated as shown in Fig. A-3 by comparison of the horizons of the Osaka group 
on each block. 
The process of developments of the Rokko range and the Osaka basin may be 
considered from these relationships. Generally speaking， inearlier stage represented 
by the Lower part of the Osaka group， that is， inthe early Pleistocene age， the 
structures of almost E-W trend which are subparal1el to the Honshu Arc were 
+MI KSbtJIG-
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、
distinct. However， the structures of almost N-S trend have become predominant 
from the middle Pleistocene especially in the Kinki Triangle. The newer movements 
have been strongly demonstrated in the structures of the Rokko range， so it is 
named “Rokko Movements" by Ikebe and Huzita (1966). 
Granitic rocks of the Rokko area 
The Rokko range is a large elevation of the basement Tocks chiefiy composed 
of granitic rocks. They are divisible into tllree rock types. 
1) Nunobiki granodiorite ; occurs along the southern foot of the west Rokko 
range. Medium grained hornblende-biotite granodiorite， sometimes includes dark 
basic ovoidal xenolithes (dia. 2-20 cm). 2) Dobashi quartz diorite ; exposed only 
along the Rokko tunnel running through the central part of Rokko. Fine grained， 
dark coloured， consisting of quartz， feldspar， biotite and needle crystal of hornblende. 
3) Rokko granite ; composing most part of the Rokko. Light coloured biotite 
granite with pinkish feldspar. Grain size ranges from coarse to fine. 
Judging from the modal analysis of the thin sections of these rocks shown in 
Figs. A-4・5，it is clear that the Nunobiki type includes partly quartz diorite or 
tonallite， and the Rokko type corresponds to granite or adamellite. The optical 
properties of them are summarized in Table A-1. 
The Rokko granite not only intruded into the Dobashi quartz diorite to make 
hybrid rocks， but gave some contact e妊ectsto Nunobiki granodiorite， Table A-2 
shows the results of age determination by K-A and Rb-Sr methodes. Contrary to 
the geologic evidences， the isotopic age of the biotite of Nunobiki granoditrite is 
younger than that of the Rokko granite， but this is inferred to be due to the con-
tact e妊ectsof the intrusion of the youngest Rokko granite in the Late Cretaceous. 
Judging from above data， the following views have been concluded. 1) The 
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Filg. A -4 Triangular diagram showing 
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Table A-1. Optical properties of the granitic rocks of the Rokko area. 
Essential minerals 
1. Quartz m仙%I 22.4-40妨
graln Slze 
2. Potash feldspar mode% 
1-4 mm 
5.6-14.196 




















An 96 I An 30-An 47 
species I Andesine 
mode96 I 4.0-10.8% 
index y I 1.669-1.672 
perthite 
46.6-50.896 
An 39-An 55 
11.8-27.200 
An 12-An 32 







An 7-An 23 
Oligoclase 
4.8-7.6?6 
1 .666 -1. 677 
pleochroic colors I lemon yellow I yellow to I yellow to blackl yellow to black 
5. Hornblende 
to dark brown I dark brown 
mode96I 2.3-9.396 
index y 1.1.677-1.678 
4.4-8.8勿
1 . 681-1 . 705 
none 






brownish greenl dark green 
Apatite Al1anitel A _ _ L!L_ A 11__ !，，- 'Apa_tite A}lan!~el Apatite Epidote 
Epidote TitanはelApa帥 Allan吋EpidoteFluori吋 Muscovite
Zircon|Epidote Zircon l Muscovite l Zircon 
l Opaque miner.lZircoq ! Opaque miner. I V!-'C14.U C; UllUC;J.. I Opaque miner. I Opaque miner. 
Table A-2. Isotopic ages of granitic rocks of the Rokko area. 
Sample Rock type & 
Method 
Number Mineral 
36-B66 Gd・Bi K-A 
RT-S140 Qd・Bi K-A 
RT-N300 Gr.Bi K-A 
AT-N500 Gr.Bi K-A 
36-B66 Gd.Bi Rb-Sr 
24-J X Gr.Bi Rb-Sr 
24-J X Gr・Kf Rb-Sr 
K-A ages after KAWANO組 dUEDA (1966) 










Gd : Nunobiki granodiorite Qd: Dobashi quartz diorite 
Gr : Rokko granite . Bi : Biotite Kf: K-feldspar 
• 
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along the nOi，thern side of the Median Tectonic Line. 
be the marginal facies of the “Chugoku batholith". 3) 
is a large xenolithic body of the Rokko granite. 
Stop 1-1 Manchidani， Nishinωniya City. “Larix bed" in the Manchidani formaw 
tion. (P1. 1， Fig. 1) 
A lignite bed exposed in the cli妊 iswell known among the Japanese geologists 
as“Larix bed"， which is named by S. MIKI， Professor (retired) of Osaka City 
University. This bed contains many plant remains of boreal type， such as Abies 
veitchii， Lαγix gmelinii， pz'cea bicoloγ， Betulaむlatゅhylla，Pinus koγaieγ1必s，Thuja 
protoja~争o'yt，icα， Coγylus heteγoむ均lla，Chamaec，ゆuis争isifeγa，Aceγ cf. γniyabei. 
Miki reported this bed in 1941 as an indicator of the 0001 climate of the Ice Age. 
After that， such beds have been found in several places， but most of them have 
been destroyed. This “Larix bedヘhowever，wiU be preserved for the further studies 
2) The Rokko granite may 
The Dobashi quartz diorite 
as a natural monument. 
、
Stop 1-2・3 Manchidani， Nishinomiya City. Koyo fault and topographical obserw 
vation. (P1. 1， Fig. 3 ; P1.1， Fig. 4) 
The Koyo fault i8 significant as the boundary between the sinking Osaka basin 
and the Rokko elevation. It extends far to the eastern 0妊shoreof the Island of 
Awaji according to the submarine geologic survey using the echo profiler (Spar-
ker). The fault line almost coincides with line of the steplike topographic change. 
The northwestern block (Kitayama block)， about 200 m high， exposes basement 
granite， which is covered by thin blanket of the Koyo formation here and there. 
In the southeastern block (Muko block)， however， the granite basement is hidden 
at the depth more thanト 200，m under the thick Osaka group. All beds of both 
sides of the fault have strongly dragged by faulting as shown in PI. 1， Fig. 3. 
Inserted in the thick marine clay bed，“Azuki tuff" can be seen on the northern 
side of the fault plane at Stop 1-3. れ isalso observable at Stop 1-2 on the 
northern side of the faul仁 A small dome narned Mt. Kabuto (helmet mountain) 
is prominent on the Kitayama block. This is considered as a neck of hypersthene 
andesite， known as“sanukite"， of the Late Miocene. It is very aphanitic and looks 
like blaek shaly rocks. 
NW 








Fig. A-6 Diagrammatic section of the Uzugamorj ，thrllst (Stop 1-4). 
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Stop 1-4 Uzugamori， Kobe City. Uzugamori thrust. 
A schematic section of this stop is given in Fig. A-6. This outcrop is worth 
notice because it shows that the thrust movement has occurred even after the 
formation of the higher terrace of this area. 
Stop 1-5 Tsurukabuto， Kobe City. Development of hilly land and the 
reclamation of seaside from the geological view point. Ootsuki fault. (Pl. 1， Fig. 4) 
Dr. C. HARAGUCm， the Mayor of Kobe City， isan authority of civil engineering 
of ]apan. He has offerd many good ideas to the development of Kobe City. He has 
planned to creat the new seaside industrial zones along the northern part of Osaka 
bay， but it was difficult matter how to get 8，500，000 m3 earth which the reclamation 
demands. He payed attention to the deeply weathered granite of Rokko which has 
been strongly crushed by faulting. 
The granitic rocks of Rokko， especially coarse grained type， have been finely 
cracked and is easily separated into individual crystal. They become sandy condition 
called “Masa" (Sandy soil) locally. Being strongly influenced by severe faulting， 
a mass of Mt. Tsurukabuto has become Masa profoundly， so it is most suitable to 
supply earth for reclamation. Most part of the mass of Tsurukabuto have already 
been cut 0任 Theplateau formed by leveling is being used for hausing. 
At Dobashi， near the terminal of the Rokko cable railway， clear fault plane of 
the Ootsuki fault had been seen showing the same relation between granite and 
gravels of higher terrace as that of the Uzugamori thrust. 
Stop 1-6 On the ridge of the Rokko range， Kobe City. Observations of granitic 
rocks and elevated peneplain. (Pl. 1， Fig. 2) 
Many outcrops of light coloured Rokko granite including dark coloured ovoidal 
xenolithes (dia. 1-3 m) can be seen. These xenolithes belong to the Dobashi quartz 
diorite. The Rokko granite has been deeply weathered and makes Masa. Over the 
top of the Rokko range， elevated peneplain develops at the hight of about 800 m， 
which is inferred as a remnant of the Chugoku Peneplain prevailed in Southwest 
]apan in Pre-Rokko-Movements. 
Stop 1-7 Look-out. along Royu (Ashiya-Arima) highway. (Pl. 1， Fig. 4) 
Panoramic view of the eastern part of the Rokko range. 
You can get a splendid bird's-eye view of the northern half of the Osaka basin 
from this stop. If the weather is fine， you can see the Senri hilly land just east-
ward beyond the Muko river. It is the type locality of the Osaka group. The 
mountain range running meridionally far beyond the Osaka plain is the Ikoma 
elevation， which divides the basin of Osaka from that of Nara. Next， you must 
observe the steplike topography of the southeastern side of the Rokko spreading 
out under your eyes (ref. P1. 1， Fig. 4). The nearest mountain chain keeps almost 
fiat summit-level (about 500 m high)， although it has been deeply dissected by the 
valley of Nikawa. This chain corresponds to the Kashigamine block (Fig. A-3). 
The Kitayama block， from which Mt. Kabuto rises just like as helmet， isabout 
200 m high. The Kitayama block has thrust up against the Kitayama by the Ashiya 
thrust. The Muko plain drained by the Muko river is separated by the Koyo fault 
from the Kitayama block. The basement granite exposed in the Kitayama block is 
deeply hidden under the Muko plain. The fault scarp of the Gosukebashi thrust 
、1 
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is shown by the steep cli妊developingunder this observatory and is extending west-
wards to the Ashiya golf links. 
Stop 1-8 Arima， Kobe City. Arima Hot Spring and Arima group. 
Arima Hot Springs， situated along the gorge at the northern foot of Mt. Rokko 
and boasting of a long history behind， form one of the best noted hot spring resorts 
in ]apan. Arima and its evirons are occupied by rhyolitic ejecta belonging to the 
Arima group， which have been brought about by the Late Cretaceous igneous 
activities. Such effusive rocks spread widely in the lnner Zone of Southwest Japan. 
Many hot springs at Arima have been found along the fault lines such as lbayama 
fault and the branches of the Rokko thrust. These springs are characterized by 
highest content of common salt in Japan as shown in Table A-3. 
Table A-3. Chemical compositions of the hot spring water of Arima. 
Name of Spring 
Ten-jin Gosho Uwanari Gokuraku 
Temp. OC 97.5 94.0 99.5 96.5 
Total content of 
1  68268 7475'7 71999 6'8579 solid (mglkg) 
Cations (mgjkg) 
K 4110 4583 3636 3769 
Na 18566 19710 20554 18969 
Ca 3776 3716 4436 4529 
Mg 51.6 52.4 17.6 32.0 • 
Fe 308.7 201.6 174.9 217.1 
Mn 56.2 126.6 44.2 29.1 
Anions 
Cl 39476 41285 43346 40，504 
H003 640 1413 179.4 12'34 
S04 55.8 
Free CO2 356 359.1 107.8 
HB04 tr. 11.3 106.4 12.3 
H2S 2.7 3.3 10.6 
(by M. TSURUMAKI) 
Stop 1-9 Hakusui-kyo， Nishinomiya City. Rokko thrust. (Pl. 11， Fig. 3) 
One of the good exposures of the Rokko thrust can be observed. The light 
coloured part of Pl. 11， Fig. 3 is the granitic hanging wall and the dark coloured 
part is the footwal1 composed of rhyolitic pyroclasts belonging to the Arima group. 
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Stop }-10 Ho.raikyo， Nishinomiya City. Badland topography caused by the 
crushed granites and the terrace deposits. (Pl. 11， Fig. 1) 
The Otada river， a branch of the River Muko， extends along the Rokko thrust 
westwards and have made distinct badland by its headward erosion. The Rokko 
granite of the southern side of the RokkG thrust has been so strongly crushed and 
deeply weathered that it has easily formed such badland topography. In the wes-
tern， parts of the area， granites are covered by the ill-sorted gravel beds showing 
the elevated higher and middle tetraces. 
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Itinerary 2. 
From Osaka to Inami， West Kii 
This route is fit for a cross view of various， zonally arranged pre-Neogene 
basement belts of the outer side of tbe Kinki distric'I. FoHowing belts can be 
observed， from north to south (Fig. B-l) : 
Belt of the late Late Cretaceous Izumi group (， occupying the southern marginal 
zone of the Ryoke belt) (2a) 
• 
Sambagawa belt (2b) 
Chichibu belt (2c) 
Shimanto major belt (2d). 
. Median tectonic line......... 
Several localities along the national highways 26 and 42 are selected for obser-
vation of each belt (Stop 2-1---12 in Fig. B-1). The Median tectonic line is dealt 
with in the Itinerary 4. 
2a. Izumi Range (Stop 2-1---3) 
By K. ICIDKAWA 
En route to Stop 2-1 
The national highway 26 runs on the alluvial and younger terrace deposits， 
along the southeastern fringe of the Osaka basin. The hills nearby are composed 
of the Osaka group， the hilly mountains behind them represent the zone of the 
Ryoke granites and the Sennan acidic pyroclastics， whicb are southward unconformably 
overlain by the latest Cretaceous Izumi group of the Izumi mountains， which， in 
turn， forln the divide between Osaka and Wakayama prefectures. Going nearer to 
the Izumi range， we pass through the first exposure of the Izumi group at Stop 
2-1. 
Izumi group of the Ryoke belt (Stop 2-1---2) 
The Izumi group is a tremendously thick (6，000--7，000 m thick) late Late Creta-
ceous (Campanian and Maastrichtian) marine sequence which is characterized by 
the frequent alternation of psammitic (+ psephitic) and pelitic rocks of various 
thickness. 'Characteristic features of turbidites， such as graded bedding， pe1itic 
psammite， pelitic psephite (paraconglomerate)， sole mark of various kinds， especially 
lQad casts， flute casts， furrow casts and groove casts， and slump structure are 
frequently developed， while cross bedding is not developed and fossils are rare 
except for abundant occurrence in certain limited horizons and facies. The Izumi 
group takes an asymmetric synclinal structure， its southern， wing being obliterated 
by .the Median tectonic line. The folded structure was completed before the Late 
Eocene. 
The Izumi group is composed of three subgroups， which are further subdivided 
into fQrmatIQIls and a l1umber Qf members， based Qn th.e ~ec;lim.eptary cycles Qf 
• 
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Fig. B-l. Geologic sketch map of Southwest Kii. (Compiled by K. ICHIKAWA and 
T. IWAHASHI) 
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Fig. B-2. Geologic map of the western part of the Izumi range along the 
highway 26. (By K. ICHIKAWA， K. OHASHI and others) 
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various scale (ICHIKAWA & OHAsm， 1965 ; TANAKA， 1966). 
Along the highway 26 the axis of the major syncline runs a little to the north 
of the Kyoshi pass. Stop 2-1 belongs to the northern wing while Stop 2-2 belongs 
to the southern wing (Fig. B-2). The strata at both localities belong to the middle 
part of the lower subgroup (Campanian). They are barren of diagnostic fossils 
along the route， but following fossils have been found in pelitic facies at several 
localities about 10-20 km east of Stop 2-1 (Azenotani， Takinoike， Nakatani etc.) : 
Nucula izumensis， Leio附 culααzenot，ωensis事 Acila ぐTγ開 Cαcilめ hokkαidoensis，
POγtlαγzdia izumensis， Jupiteγia (Ezonuculana) mact:γaefoγmis， Pleurog:γammatodon 
s会lendens，Ncαnonωis sαchαlinensis bγωis， Inoceγamus cf. 1. 0すieηtalisnagaoi， 
Micγonectes bellαturus， AがotγigoηiGmmunαnkoi，PeriPlomyαnαgaoi， E.γibh少lα
iaむonica，Izumia tγapezoidalis， TeγLeajapomca，“Lucina" lamellosa， Clisocolzね
にCγenocolus) jα会07deus事 Leむtosolenja，金onicus，Neo会hylloceγαs cf. N. γamosum， 
Gaudγyceγαs stγiatum会α:ucistγiαtum，Baculitesγegi75α，Dゆlomoceγascf. D. notabile， 
Pac hydz.scus aff. P.ρreegertoni etc. (IClllKAWA & MAEDA， 1958 a， b， 1963， 1966， 
ICHIKAWA & OHASHI， 1965， MATSUMOTO & OBATA， 1963 etc.). The plane of uncon-
formity between this group and the Sennan acid pyroclastics can be observed at 
Takinoike， Inakuraike， Sobura and elsewhere on the east of the present route. 
Stop 2-1 Yamada， Nankai town， Osaka prefecture. Coarse-grained facies of 
the frequent alternation of the psephite-psammite and the psammite-pelite layer. 
Graded bedding (Pl. 111， Fig. 2) and load casts are wel1 observable. Acidic tuffs 
are inserted in several horizons and are observable at Stop 2-1a (south of the Misaki 
park， Misaki town， Osaka pref.) and elsewhere in the neighbourhood. In the lower 
subgroup， the tuffs are mostly represented by rhyolitic vitric ones. A splendid out-
crop of the nearly horizontal Osaka group， which abuts against the Izumi group， 
is found on the north of Stop 2-1a. 
Stop 2-2 South of the Kyoshi pass， northern part of Wakayama city. Medium 
grained facies of the frequent alternation of the pelitic psammite and pelite layer， 
with load casts， scour marks，. tool marks and sometimes aIso biohieroglyphs. Better 
outcrops， exhibiting various kinds of sole marks， are found， for example， at quarries 
some 300 m east of the highway 26， about 3.3 km north of the Kyoshi pass. Flute 
casts in this area (P1. 111， Fig. 3) mostly indicate the paleocurrent of approximately 
E-W or ENE-WSW trend and that from east to west. This coincides with the major 
tendency of the current direction within the Izumi group (IclllKAWA & OHAsm， 
1965 ; M. HARADA， 1965 ; TANAKA， 1966 ; SUYARI， 1966). Evidences of lateral supply 
from the northwest or north are subordinate. The repeated longitudinal supply of 
turbidite material from the east along the axial zone of the trough played an impor-
tant role in the accumulation of the abnornlally thick Izumi group. This kind of the 
sedimentary mechanism corresponds to what KUENEN (1957) called “the longitudinal 
filling of oblong sedimentary basins." 
About 200 m south of Stop 2-2 we pass through a certain disturbed zone of 
E-W trend. Accordion folds， with subvertical axial planes， are developed locally 
(Pl. 111， Fig. 1). 
Stop 2-3 Picture stop at a point along the highway 26 between the Median 
tectonic line and R. Kinokawa. Morphology of the Median tectonic line (Pl. VII， 
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2b. Samba'gawa metarnorphic belt (Stop 2-4---7) 
By T. IWAHASHI， K. HIDE and K. ICHIKAWA (petrography by K. HIDE) 
The Sambagawa belt is composed of crystalline schists of basic， siliceous， pelitic 
and psammitic origin. They range from the glaucophane-schist or the greenschist 
facies (both s. 1.) to the epidote amphibolite facies. Ultramafic rocks are associated. 
In western Kii the grade of metamorphism decreases， generally speaking， toward the 
south. The higher grade part is found in the so-called spotted-schist zone (Fig. B-1) 
which is characterized by the coarser grain size of metamorphic minerals and by 
the predominance of albitic plagioclase porphyroblasts (Stop 2-4). The so-called 
nonspotted-schist zone on the south is observed at Stops 2-5 and -6. 
In the region of the Iimori mine， about 25 km east of the Wakayama castle， 
zones of progressive metamorphism has recently been determined by KANEHIRA (1967) 
as shown in Fig. B-3. In this area the Sambagawa succession has been established 
by KAMIYAMA， KOJIMA， IWAHASHI， HIDE and others (1964) as follows : 
Ryumon alternation group (green and black schists， 900 m+) 
limori green schist group (with bedded cUJ)riferous pyritic ore deposits， 850-2，000 m) 
Tomobuchi alternation group (black and psammitic schists， 1，200-1，800 m+) 
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Fig. B-4. Geologic map of Oka and Wakayama park， Wakayama city 
(Stop 2-4). (By T. IWAHAsm) 
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char・
type 
the Sambagawa! belt is 
of the so-called Mikabu 
The southern marginal part (Nagamine zone) of 
acterized by dominance of green metamorphic rocks 
which are sometimes agglomerate-like (StoP. 2-7). 
h在ainaxes of syncline and anticline are indicated in Fig. B-1. 
Stop 2-4 Oka (Wakayama) park near Wakayama castle， Wakayama city. 
Sambagawa crystal1ine schist (higher grade part) (Fig. B-4). Basic schists and 
si1iceous schists belonging to the upper member of the limori group are exposed. 
The locality is within the broadly undulating axial zone of the limori major syncline 
(Fig. B-1)， hence the broadly undulating plane of bedding schistosity. The lineation 
plunges 5-209 towards the east. The basic schist is albite-titanite-chlorite-epidote-
bluiぬ greenampl1ibele rock with or without muscovi:te and with distinct prophyro・
blasts of albite. Small lenses of calcareous schist are inserted. The siliceous 
schist is hematite-albite-garnet-muscovite-amphibole-quartz rock with some amount 
of calcite and albitic porphyroblasts. Very thin yellowish brown bands (1-5 mm 
thick) within the dark grey quartz schist are composed of hematite-garnet-muscovite-
amphibole (alkalic， very pale green) -alkali clinopyroxene (aegirina ugi te) -q uartz 
rock. The rocks belong to the transitional zone between the glaucophane schist 
facies (s. 1.) and the epidote-amphibolite facies， namely， the zone llb by HIDE (1961) 
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Geologic map of Shinwakaura district， Wakayama .city (Stop 2-5， 6). 
(By T. IWAHAsm) 
Fig. B-5. 
Alternation of psammitic and pelitic schists. 
Basic schists. 
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or ZOfle C by BANNO (1964) in Central Shikoku or zone C by KANEIDRA (1967). 
Stop 2-5 Takanosu clif， Oku-Shinwakaura， Wakayama city. 
Stop 2-6 Shinwakaura， Wakayama city. 
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Sambagawa crystaBine schist (Fig. B-5). Succession of strata in the Wakaura 
district is as follows : 
Upper 4) Alternation of psammitic and pelitic schist 
3) Basic schist (Stop 2-5) 
2) Alternation of psammitic and pelitic schist (Stop 2-6) 
Lower 1) Basic schist 
As a whole， they belong to the Nokami group (Iw必王AS回， MS) which lies below the 
probable equivalent of the Tomobuchi group (See above). The localities are 
situated within the broadly undulating axial zone of the Nokami anticline (Fig. 
B-1) which is here plunging 10-300 towards the east. 
The thick basic schist at Stop 2-5 comprises leucoxene-chlorite-muscovite-albite-
epidote-actinolite rock， sometimes， with brown hornblende and clinopyroxene (augite) 
as larger relic minerals. Basic schists of the W aka ura district are generally repre-
sented by the leucoxene-albite-epidote-chlorite-actinolite rock. Locally rocks with 
glaucophanic amphibole， with sti1pnomelane or with pumpel1yite are found within 
the member. The psammitic schist at Stop 2-6 is graphite-albite-muscovite-quartz 
schist with abundant relic minerals of quartz， plagioclase and K-feldspar. Concern-
ing the metamorphic grade， rocks at Stops 2-5 and -6 correspond to the zone Ia by 
HIDE (1961) or subzone A2 by BANNO (1964) in Central Shikoku or zone A by 
KANEIDRA (1967). 
Schistosity and lineation are generally wel1 developed. At Stop 2-6 the bedding 
N 
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Fig. B-6. Geologic map of southern part of Kainan city (Stop 2-7). 
(By T. IWAHAsm) 
1. Basic schists and other green rocks of Mikabu type. 
2. Pelitic schists with psammitic schists. 
3. Ultrabasic rocks. 
4. Recent deposits. 
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schistosity and closely spaced sHp clea vage ar'e wel1 observable (Pl. ]II~" Fig. 4). 
Besides， kink bands are developed. The lineation is plunging 300 towards the east. 
Graded bedding is observable at a few localities within the psammitic-pelitic alterna-
tion member. 
Stop 2-7 Hiyamizu (or Shimizu)， Kainan city， along the highway 42. 
Agglomerate-like rock of Mikabu type within the weakly metamorphosed pelitic 
and psammitic member of the Nagamine zone (Fig. B-6). The grain size of the 
metamorphic minerals becomes fine. This part belongs to the :northern wing of the 
Nagamine syncline. This kind of agglomerate-like rock， together with metadiabase 
and metagabbro， ischaracteristic of the Nagamine zone. This zone is developed 
along the highway until we get to R. Aritagawa. 
2c. Chichibu belt (Stop 2-8---10) 
by K. ICmKAWA 
The Aritagawa tectonic line (ICHIKAWA & HADA， 1966; HADA， 1967) runs 
approximately along the boundary between the Sambagawa belt and the Chichibu 
belt. In West Kii the amount of the vertical component of the slip along the 
tectonic line is presumed to be less than 1 km. 
The Chichibu belt. in West Kii is mainly represented by the Permian-Late 
Carboniferous complex of eugeosynclinal facies associated with Mesozoic strata. 
Among the Mesozoic， the Cretaceous is most dominantly distributed and forms an 
oblong synclinorial structure of the Yuasa basin in the middle part of the belt (Fig. 
B-1). 
The Permian is exposed on both sides of the Cretaceous basin and ranges from 
the Early Permian (zone of Pseudofusulina vulgaris) to the late Middle Permian 
(zone of Yabeina globosa) aceording to fossi1 evidences， mainly :fusulinids from 
limestones. The Upper Carboniferous (zone of Fusulinela) is at present found only 
in the southern subbelt. The Permian is composed of pelite， psammite， basic vol-
canics， pyroc1astics， chert and Iimestone. Psephitic lay，ers are thin and ~enticular 
and are confined to certain members of the Middle Permian. The Permian of the 
northern subbelt is more or less a妊ectedby lower grade regional metamorphism， 
most probably belonging to the Sambagawa metamorphism. It is overlain by the 
Cretaceous sequence with a remarkable angular unconformity. The basaI conglom-
erate of the Lower Cretaceous contains numerous cobbles and boulders of the low-
grade crystaIline schist. The unconformable relationship is clearly observable at 
Stop 2;-8 and elsewhere along the northern margin of the basin. 
The Cretaceous of the Yuasa basin is composed of several formations as given 
in Fig. B-7 (TANAKA， 1956) 
Most of these formations begin with psephitic member and e:nd in pelitic member 
or alternation of pelite and psammite. Bivalves， ammonoids， echinoids etc. are more 
or less abundantly represented in each formation. The Lower Cretaceous is weIl 
developed in the western part， along which we go through. Some features of the 
steeply inclined Lower CretaceQus formation are observable at Stop 2-9. 
Thus， inthe Chichibu belt of West Kii two periods of significant disturbances 
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are distinguishable. The first important tectogenesis， associated with regional 
metamorphism (probably a part of the Sambagawa metamorphism) took place after 
the Middle Permian and considerably prior to the Early Cretaceous. The second 
one begins with the subsidence of the Cretaceous Yuasa basin and ends with the 
significant folding of the Cretaceous sequence， including the Campanian Futakawa 
formation (post-Campanian folding). Disconformities， recognized within the Creta-
ceous sequence (Fig. B-7) and sedimentary facies suggest certain aspect of the 
tectonic unrest during the Cretaceous， but no remarkable angular unconformity can 
be recognized within the Cretaceous sequence of the Yuasa basin. 
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Fig. B-7. Cretaceous formations of the Yuasa basin. 
(TANAlくA，1956. partly modified). 
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Stop 2-8 Sea coast of Takada， Chida， Arita city. 
Angular unconformity between the phyI1itic Permian and the basal conglomerate 
of the Lower Cretaceous (Fig. B-8) (Pl. IV， Figs. la-c). 
The underlying formation is composed of pelitic， psammitic and basic pyroclastic 
rocks， which underwent regional metamorphism of lower grade. Bedding schistosity， 
lineation， and minor folding of mesoscopic scale are observable. As a whole the 
sequence is strongly disturbed and is cut by numerous faults. Lower Permian 
fusulinids have been found from members above the identical phyllitic formation 
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60 70 80 90 
Fig. B-8. G，eologic route-map of the Takada district， Arita city (Stop 2-8). 
(By K. ICHIKAWA， T. IWAHASHI， K. HIDE ，& S. HADA). 
11• Pelites; 2. Psammites; 3. Psephites; 
Ar Arita formation; Yu Yuasa formation; 
Cr Cretaceous undivided. 
4. Pelitic rocks with psammitic lenses ; 5. Psammitic rocks ; 
6. sasic pyroclastics ; 7. Chert， 
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presumed to be Early Permian or thereabout. 
The Lower Cretaceous sequence above the plane of unconformity lacks any 
schistosity and any significant metamorphic minerals except for detritus component. 
It dips southward and its southern end is cut by fault against the strongly disturbed 
Permian. It occurs at present somewhat isolated from the main distribution of the 
Cretaceous in the Yuasa basin. It begins with dominant basal psephitic Iayer with 
a large amount of oobbles and boulders (sometimes il[--sorted) of basic and pelitic 
phyllite， chert and psammite. Upward it contains characteristic red-green psam-
mitic layers and black pelitic layer with plant remains (C1ado.ρhlebis exil:グofmis
(GEYLOR) etc.)， through which this basaI sequence cah be correlated with the bra-
ckish Yuasa formation of the lowest Cretaceous in the main basin. South of Stop 
2-8 it is succeeded by the psephite-psammite member of the Arita formation con-
formably. Marine bivalves are found from a locaI1y inserted pelitic member. 
Another isolated patch of the Cretaceous formation on the north of Stop 2-8， 
indicated as Cr (Cretaceous undivided) in the map (Fig. B-8) ， begins with a 
psephitic bed， but is. mainly composed of pelitic rocks， which rarely contain fragments 
of inoceramids. Its exact age remains unsettled at present. However， in view of 
its being much finer grained facies as compared with the just-mentioned Lower 
Cretaceous member， on the south， itdoes not seem to be contemporaneous with the 
latter. 
Although the Cretaceous strata are evidently folded， the di妊erencein total 
structure between the phyllitic Parmian and the overlying Cretaceous is well under-
stood， when the structure of strongly disturbed permian is observed in detai1. The 
axial plane of the minor folds (P1. IV， Fig. 1c) is quite disharmonious with the 
plane of the unconformity. The lineation plunges considerably towards the east， 
while the Cretaceous strata soon disappear on the east of Takada. 
Stop 2-9 Northeast of Yuasa (Yuasa town) ， western side of the highway 42. 
Lower Cretaceous Arita formation with marine fossils (Fig. B-9). 
The Lower Cretaceous sequence is here steeply dipping northward， but is 
interpreted to represent the overturned northern wing of an anticline (MATSUMOTO， 
1947 ; TANAKA， 1956). The psephitic-psammitic member is found in the upper part 
of the exposure and the pelitic member in the lower. Numerous fossils (ammonoids， 
bivalves， echinoids etc.) are found within the psammitic and pelitic rocks. They 
have been regarded as corresponding to the Late Neocomian (Barremian一Hauterivian)
in age. Representative fossils are : Shast'Icr'Ioceras n'Ipponicum， S. cf. S.ρonz'ente， 
Crioceratites sp.， Heteroceras af. H. astieri， Hamulina sp.， Barremites cf. B.ρseu-
dodifficile， Cymatoceras cf. C. neokomiense， Nuculo.ρsis (Palaeonucula) ishidoensis， 
Nuculana sanchuensis， Nanonavis yokoyamai， Modiolus falcatus， Modiolus sp. af. 
M. subsimρlex， Gervillia forbesiana， Inoceramus sp.， Pinna sp.， Neithea kanmerai， 
Plicatula kiiensis， Sρonのlussp.， Pterotrigoniaρocitlぴorm'Is，Nltρonitrigonia kiku-
chiana， Amj.ぅhidontesp.， Astarte subsenecta， Pかchomyadensicostata， Lucinoma ? sp.， 
Panoρeaゅの'0ρsis)nagaoi， Goniomya sp.， Plectomya aritagaωana， Heteraster yuasen-
sis， H. macrohotcus， H. cf. H. nexilis， Toxaster sanchue1，sis， Aρhetaster serotinus 
etc. (MATSUMOTO， 1947 ; TANAKA， 1956， 1965 ; TANAKA & OKUBO， 1954 ; TANAKA & 
SH1BATA， 1961 ; NAKANO， 1960 ; HAYAMI， 1965-66)， 
Stop 2-10 East of Mi~ukoshi pass (Hirokawa town) along the highway 42. 
‘ 
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Fig. B-'9. Geologic map' ofa. }9>art' of tlie' Yaasa basin (north of Yuasa). 
(AfteF K. TANAKA" 19)5，4) 
Q Quatetnary; lN'b" Ar， Y s Low'er Cretaceous ; 
N，h N:ishilhir<i)' fÐr~atiolW ; A九 Al"2 Lower and upper }9>art 
of tbe Âr~ta for~ati0n ; YS Yuasa formation ，; 
PC P，'erm~an. 
1， 2' Axes of anticli:me and sy，ncline ，; 3， Faul t ; 
4 Dip and $Jtrike. 
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tOWs" about 10 km west of Sto，p 2-10， there.1s another exposure ()f this thrust zone 
(Stop 2-10a in Fig. B--I0) (Pt IV， Fig.3). Here it dips about 600' N. At Sto~ 2戸 10
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Fig. B-10. Geologic map of the Yura district (modified and simplified from KAKEID， 1966 MS). 
l. Cretaceous of the Yuasa basin ; 2. Torinosu group (Late Jurassic) ; 
3. Enokoma group (Early Mesozoic) ; 4. Shirasaki group (Permian) ; 
5. Limestones of the Enokoma and the Shirasaki group; 
6. Hatamura conglomerate (Cretaceous ?); 7. Yura group (Late Jurassic) ; 
8. Hidakagawa supergroup (undivided) (partly Late Cretaceous) ; 
9. Boundary of formations; 
10. Faults (broken line : presumed and hidden ones). 
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some blocks and Permian schwagerinids in some others. The footwall is represented 
by pelitic and psammitic layers of the Hidakagawa supergroup. Recently， Inocera-
mus sp. a妊.1. labiatus and some other Late Cretaceous bivalves have been found 
by HASIllMOTO (1967) from a locality about 700 m east of 'Stop 2-10. The rocks 
along the thrust zone are strongly sheared and several parallel faults are developed. 
Th，e fault products were extens討elyexposed at the time of the construction of the 
highway and the seepage of the underground water was quite considerable. From 
the geological sta:ndpoint， itwas not advisable to have tried to construct the highway 
just along the Butsuzo line. Formerly the highway took some roundabout way， 
not running along the Butsuzo line. The block masonry side-waU at Stop 2-10 was 
damaged soon after the construction in 1965. Since then， expensive reinforcement 
works have been repeated. 
Between Stop 2-10 and the railway station of Yura， a narrow tectonic slice， 
composed of the Late JurassI!c Yura formation and the unconformably overlying 
Hatamura conglomerate (Cretaceous ?)， isinserted along the Butsuzo tectonic line. 
The Yura formation yields Taramelliceras (Parastreblites)， 1¥め'OJうhorella(Haidaia) 
and other molluscan fossils in clastic facies and hexacorals， stromatoporoids， cidarids 
etc. in limestone lenses. 
2d. Muro belt of the Shirnanto major belt (Stop 2-11-....12) 
By T. HARATA 
The Muro belt is composed of the very thick Muro group of Eocene (?)-Early 
Miocene age. This highly folded group is overlain by the Middle Miocene Tanabe・
Kumano group with a remarkable angular unconformity， which belongs to the 
Takachiho movement. Through this movement the basement structure of the 
Shimanto major be~t was completed. The Muro group is stratigraphically divided 





.. . Hongu faul t.. .. 
Otonashigawa-Muro subgroup 
... .Thrust fault.. 
Hidakagawa group of the Hidakagawa belt. 
Local subdivision of each subgroup into formations and description of the lithol-
ogy is given in HARATA (1964， 196-5). Generally， itis characterized by marine 
fly~ch-like psammite-pelite alternations with psephitic layers. Rarely tuffs are 
intercalated. lt is poor in diagnostic fossils except for various， biohieroglyphs. Some 
sedimentary features (graded beds， convolute laminations， tool markings， scour 
markings etc.) and the characteristic isoclinal folding are observable at Stop 2-11， 
12， where the strata belongs to the lower subgroup of the Muro group. 
8top 2-11 Sea coast behind the drive-inn， south of lnami town， west side of 
the highway 42 (Fig. B-11) (Pl. V， Figs. 1-5). Psammite-pelite alternation beds 
Of very fine-grained facies， Otonashigawa-Muro subgroup ; fo，rmerly called lnami 
• 
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Fig. B-11. Geologic map of the sea coast， south of Inami (Stop 2-11). 
(by F. AKASAKA) 
1. green-red pelitic beds ; 2. pale green pelitic alterna . 
tions and pelitic beds; 3. pelitic alternations ; 
4. psammitic alternations. 
group. Repetition of the characteristic isoclinal folds dipping towards NNE. The 
main axis of the folds pitch down toward the west. Anticlinal and synclinal struc-
tures are well observable (Pl. V， Figs. 1 and 2). A green-red bed and a medium-
grained psammite layer serve as key bed. Various biohieroglyphs and Paleodicかon
(Chlorophyceae or trace-fossil or pseudofossil?) are also observable on psamrnite 
soles (Pl. V， Figs. 3， 4 and 5). Calcareous concretions， called “Koyaishi"， are com-
monly found in a certain pelitic horizon. 
Stop 2-12 Point Kirime (Kirimezaki)， lnami town， west-side of the highway 42 
(Fig. B-12). Coarse-grained and thick-layered facies of graded turbidites， begin-
ning generally with psammite or psephite; chert is abundant among pebbles， but 
rarely pebbles of crystaHine schist and quartz-porphyry are also met with. Graded 
bedding and the other vertical structures， which were described by KUENEN (1953)， 
are well developed in the turbidites and tool markings， scour markings and some 
biohieroglyphs are observable on the soles. In this coarse-grained facies， the psam-
mite is not typical graywacke but is intermediate among quartzose， arkose and 
graywacke types ; furthermore， thin coaly intercalations or Iayers with plant remains 
are found. The beds are here overturned， dipping about 600-750 N. An isoclinal 
anticlinal structure， accompanied with minor faults， isfound at the northwesterIl 
partt 
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Wltd-flysoh type alternatlons 
N 
Masslve psammlte beds 
， 
o 100 200' 300 400 500M 
Fig. B-12. Route map of the sea coast at Point Kirime (Kirimezaki) 
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Occurrence of Tertiary motlusca fr，om this area is one or the oldest known 
fossil occurrences in Japan to foreign geologists (R. N. BULLOCK， 1864). The Middle 
Miocene Tanabe group is underlain by the Paleogene-Early Miocene Muro group 
unconformably with distinct difference of general trend of structure. According to 
Y. SmNAGAWA (Master thesis of Kyoto U.， 1958) the Tanabe group is divided into 
the following three formations (in ascending order) : 
Hiki formation (ca 650 m thick) develops only in 
Miocene Tanabe embayment and cωn})rises the Ofuru 
hard sandstone. 
Tsubaki formation (ca 900 m thick) with basal conglomerate in the northern 
part of the embayment， chiefly consists of black shale and alternations of sand-
stone and mudstone， and is variable in lithofacies， as shown in the stratigraphic 
table (Fig. C-l). Brisso_ρsis makiyamai was found from the upper part of the Asso 
black shale member (K. HIROSE， graduate thesis Kyoto U.， 1961). 
Kanayama formatios (ca [660 m thick) is subdivided into three members: The 
Katada member consists of laminated bluish grey， rather well sorted， fine to medium 
the southeastern part of the 
sandy silt and the Shihara 
Itinerary 3 
Shirahama-Tanabe Area 
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Fig. C-2 Geologic map of Shirahama-Tanabe district. 
。 2 
(Compi1ed by S. ISHIDA after Y. SHINAGAWA & K. HIROSE) 
Table C-l. Subdivision of the Kanayama formation. 
SHINAGAWA 1958 
Toshima conglomerate 
HIROSE 1961 (emend. S. ISHIDA) 
S-12 
Muro group 
3 4 Km 















grained sandstone， partly transitional to alternations of sandstone and mudstone 
(Stop 3-5 is in this member). The Shirahama member chiefiy consists of massive 
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or laminated， frequently cross-laminated， medium to coarse grained sandstone. 
Quartz and feldspar grains are the most dominant components. Sometimes it chan-
ges into alternations of sandstone and mudstone as seen at Stop 3-3. Molluscan 
fossi1s such as Turritella kiiensis and Vicaryella ishiiana， indicating Middle Miocene 
age are found in the sandstone. Stop 3-1~4 are in the area of this member. The 
Toshima conglomerate member， the top-most bed of the group is only found in the 
limited area such as the northwestern point of the peninsula and some islands at 
the entrance of Tanabe Bay. 
HIROSE classified twelve sandstone beds in the Kanayarna formatios. They are 
named as S-l to S-12 in ascending order as shown in table C-1. (Fig. C-2). 
About eighty species of mollusca wぽ er'eported by TAKEYAMA (1930) from the 
Kanayama formation. The age is safely be said to be Middle Miocene (Togarian-
Tozawan stage of J. MAKIYAMA). 
Shirahama Hot spring 
Shirahama is one of the most pop叫arhotspring res0rt p】acein ]apan. Con-
trary to many other hotspring areas in Japan such as the hotsprings in Izu Penin-
sula， Beppu and many other examples， in Kyushu， Shirahama spa has no connection 
with the Quaternary volcanism. Aside Shirahama， there are several hotsprings 
scattered in the southern part of the Kii， P，enin飢la，al I!n the area of ぬeShimanto 
major belt. NAKAMURA (1962) supposed that these hotsprings might be related to 
the underground existence of the subvolcan relating to the Kumano acidic rocks. 
He considered the distribution of hotぬsp戸Ir.i泊ngwells might be related to the fissure 
Oωr joint s勾yst句em0ぱfN 60か一700W i泊nthe Shi註Z
table there are two t匂ypeωsi泊nchemical composition of the hotωsp戸ri泊ngwater of Shira-
hama. Hotspring water of type A is considered to be resulted from the contamina-
tion by marine salt water. 
Table C-2. Chemical compositions of the hotspring water of Shirahama 
(H. NAKAMURA" 1962). 
Type of .ITemp.pH 
hotspring おfH2SHC03-cl-W+Mg2+Ca2+NU P Br-Br/ Cl X 102 
~，..，....~.J 730C 7.m 6.6 1.2 1586 9946 1296.7 580.，3 296.8 6.040 272 34.'6 0.3'5 (Tsukumotoyu) 
B 
(Kakitani) 51
0C 7.6 7.4 6.8 2745 3669 231.3 131.9 139.4 28'00 146 12.0 0.33 
Stop 3-1 Above the sea-cliff Sandanpeki (three-stepped wall)， Minami-Yuzaki， 
Shirahama-cho (PL VI， Fig. 1)， and 
Stop 3-2 On the platform above the sea-cliff Senjojiki (wide platform) west of 
Yuzaki， Shirahama-cho. 
Item: Morphology of the elevated abrasion platform ; sedimentary structures of 
the Shirahama sandstone. Elevated abrasion platform of about 30 m high is a 
characteristic morphology of the central part of the Shirahama peninsula. The 
abrasion platforms are partly covered by marine terrace deposits (MII， 1962). At 
Akugawa， about 4 km east of Stop 3-1， there is a coast terrace of about 30-40 m. 
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The marine terrace formation covers the Tanabe group unconformably， from which 
more than 200 species of molluscs were identified (TAKEYAMA， 1929). 
Stop 3-3 Sea cli妊 northof Mifuneyama， Seto， Shirahama. 
Item: Clastic dykes in the alternations of sandstone and mudstone of the 
Shirahama member (Pl. VI， Figs.2 & 3). Swarm of clastic dykes though each dyke 
has only several to several ten cm in width， can clearly be seen， intruded into the 
alternations of sandstone and mudstone. Some of the dykes are seen to be cut 
suddenly at bedding planes， J. MAKIYAMA considers the source of these dykes 
might be the breccia bed intercalated in the underlying Asso black shale from the 
lithological resemblance (by oral communication). A smal1 island with natural gate 
buHt by wave erosion of S-12 sandstone is named as Engetsuto (island of round 
moon). 
Stop 3-4 Rock coast at Ezura， Shirahama. 
Item: Turritella kiienses fossil bed in the Shirahama sandstone (S-10 sand-
stone). 
Stop 3-5 Takiuchi along the new highway between Shirahama and Tanabe. 
Item: Short observation of the Katada alternations of sandstone and mudstone. 
From Tanabe highway 42 proceeds northwest， along the west coast of the Kii 
Peninsnla to Point Kir泊le(Stop 2-12)， via Minabe， where you can see a coast ter-
raoe of about 20 m heigh. Development of coast terraces continues northward 
beyond Stop 2-12. 
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Itinerary 4. 
Froftl Waka，yama to Nara via G@jo 
From Wakayama w'e take: highway 24 eastward al'ong R. KiNokawa until Gojo. 
On the way， 0Jutcrops of the Median tectonic line 00 tbe llorth of the' Kinokawa置wil，】
be visitecl (4a). From GOjo the hi，ghway 24 turns n<9rthwa:rd to Nafa. 'Geology 
along' the route， especially the Neogene votcanics o.f Mt. Nijo (4b) and rocks of the 
Ryoke' be比 ail'dNeogene depQs~ts in the envi!ron，s of Nara (4e) al:e s，eleeted for 
expJlana tion. 
4a. Median tectonic li.e alo:ng R. KiRokawa (Stop 4-1--2) 
By K. liCHiKAW A 
Goin:g back to Wakayama， we take then the highway 24 wbi，ch rluns ，eastwards 
all()ng JR，. Kinokawa. 00 th，e ，right (sQuthern) s~ide" we see' mountaJins' @f the Samba-
gawar belt (~imöri mine with“Ki'eslager" near Nate town; Fig. 13-3). '0m the left 
side， tnere extelillcs tl.e lzumi FasIg.e ，comp'0sed (i)f the， latest Cretaceous IZ'Nmi g，r!()'IQp. 
Lowl3lnds: along the 'So1athern foot of the ]zumi range are composed of the Plio・
cene Shobudani f'Ormation， a，ccoslpani'ed with weU devetoped river terraceSI. The 
，Shobudani formatIJon 'corre8'[ponds approximately to the lowermost part ()f the Osaka 
group. It is a lacustrine fQ1rlllation aad con'taIJ.ls locally vivianite nodules and 
t~e Metas'equ，oia flora. 
The Median tectonic line runs along the SOlJ位lernfoot Qf the Izumi range. 
Undergrouud of tbe dr叫nag，e--basinlof the Kinokawa consists of t仙l!eSambaga wa 
cryst句al1ines舵cb刷Ls杭t，wh悩i
Median line and. a叫】s鈎oaloFlg the Kit泊)'okawa
1 Stop 4一-1 Kamiト-→En1ihMiれuya久，2.5" km nQrt出hea:stof K仁okawa孔， Kok，awa tωown (cf. Fig. B一4
:f'Or Joca tionう (Pll.VII， Fig，. '2). Median tectoslic tine. He閃， it is represented by a 
low-all'g1ed thrust" dipping abou.t '300 toward NW， sep'arating tbe' lZJU1l1i group 
(hanging waU) from the Shoh'¥1ldas.i formation. The strike of tne plane of tke 
tprust at this Ioca1ity hap~ens to be locaIly somewhat obli:que to the regional trend 
of the Median Une. 
Stop 4;-2 Shobndani near Yamada， :Hash.imoto city， about 16， km east of Stop 
4-1 (F1ig. D-l) (Pl. Vll， Fig'. 3). Median tectonIrc line，. ThLe Median tectonic line is 
h@r6 repres.ented QY a rem.arkabJle shear ~one be'Iween the black pelite' and: psam-
mite of the upp~r subgto:up， of the Izumi group (north) and the stros'gly sheared 
blaJck pelitic schist， aωoci:ated with 8'ome basic schist， of the SamQag，awa rocks 
(8'ω!th). In tne latter the original lin伺 tiono.n the schistosity plane is completely. 
obliterated. The trend of the fault plane is bere N 45-'55.0 E， 35.-450 NW. Several 
parallel faults 01 the same trend are aecompanied with it in the neighboulihood. 
About '60 m below the plane 01ぬemain fault， gravel， sand and silt beds of the 
Sbobudani formation'， dippin，g about 200 NW， isshut below the strongly sheared 
Sambagawa rocks. The boundary， not exposed at present， isa low angled thrust， 
， 
. 
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Fig. D-1. Geologic map of the Hashimoto district (Stop 4-2). 
(After T. IWAHASHI， 1963). 
1. Shobudani formation and terrace deposits. 
2. Izumi group (Late Cretaceous). 
3. Basic crystalline schist 
4. Pelitic and psammitic crystalline schist 
A narrow slice of the Sambagawa rocks along the Median line 
at Stop 4-2 is abridged. 
Sambagawa belt. 
dipping NW， as can be assured elsewhere in the neighbourhood， for instance， at 
Stop 4-1. This belongs to one of the parallel faults which were active during the 
Pleistocene Shobudani phase， related to the Rokko movement. The main fault may 
have been reactivated during this phase. However， since the shearing effect on 
the Shobudani formation is much less than that on the Sambagawa and Izumi rocks， 
it is evident that the dislocation before the sedimentation of the Shobudani forlna-
tion played a much more important part for the genesis of the main fault than that 
of the Shobudani phase. The nature of that older dislocation is not entirely clear. 
Contrary to the low-angled thrust type of the Shobudani phase， itdoes not appear 
to have been a simple thrust. The Izumi group of the hanging wall is younger 
than the Sambagawa rocks of the footwall. Thus the fault belonged to an appa-
rent normal fault 
As noted elsewhere (IKEBE & ICHIKAWA， 1967)， the Median tectonic line of 
Southwest .Japan has a long and complex history. Its present state is a sum of 
• 
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various kinds of disloca tion in di妊erentages. Its history in' West Kii may be 
summarized as fol】ows:
1) The oldest known phase of the activity of the Median line is related to 
the development of the Kashio tectonic zone which delimits the Ryoke belt from 
the ?ambagawa belt in Central Japan (east of this area). In West Kii this phase 
is not directly observable because of the thick accumulation of the Izumi group above 
the basement rocks ~of the Ryoke belt. North of Gojo， about 10 km east of Hashi-
moto， }¥o_wever， r~cks of Kashio type are exposed on the north of the Izumi zone 
and are interpreted to have been formed befure the deposition of the Izumi group. 
Presence of the pre-Izumi phase， which corresponds to the Kashio phase in Central 
Japan， isthus presumable for West Kii. 
2) The rapid and dominant accumulation of ，the Izumi grou，p dluring the Cam-
panian and Maastrichtian suggests a strong differential subsidence of the zone north 
of the Median line at that time. 
3) Development of the remarkable shear zone between the Izumi zone and the 
Sambagawa belt， as seen in Stop 4-1 (post-Izumi phase). It takes an appearance of 
a normal fault， as mentioned above. 
4) . Pleistocene activity of the Shobudani phase， characterized by the low-angled 
thrust， Most of the exposures of the Median line， observed at present in West Kii， 
indicate dislocation of this phase. It is general1y represented by the thrust between 
the Iz~mi group and the Shobu¥dani formatios. Locally， as in Stop 4-1， a narrow 
sHce qf strongly crllshed Sambagawa rocks is found betw'een th，em~ The amount of 
vertical slip in' this youngest phase is estimated not to exceed a few hundred 
meters. 
4b. En route Gojo to Nara 
By N. lKEBE 
From Hashimoto highway 24 proceeds eastward along the valley of Kinokawa 
tH1. Gojo.， About 4 km east of Gojo， the highwayをurnsnorth to crQSS， the leastern 
end of the lzumi range， entering the Nara basin. Covered by Pliocene-Pleistocene 
formations and， cut by many faults of N--S trends， the distribution of the Median 
Hne in the Gojo area is complicated and has not yet bees clearly ascertained. 
Between Gojo and Gose you can see the Kongo mountains (heighest peak is 
Mt. Kongo-1125 m) consisting of the biotite-hornblende gradodiorite (partly schistose) 
of the Ryoke complex (YosmzAwA et al.， 1966). The Kongo mountain range is a 
southern prolongation of the Ikoma mountain; range. Between them there is the 
Nijo volcanic area， which .may be seen from Yamatotakada. The Nijo volcanics 
are a typical ~xample of the Late Miocene Setouchi! volcanism. The sedimentary 
formations and volcanic rocks of the area are named as the Nijo group altogether. 
The Nijo volcanic group is famous f()r comprising an aphanitic hypersthene andesite 
known as“Sanukite". The stratigraphy and geologic structure of the area are 
shown in the fol1owing table and Fig. D-2 (MORIMOTO et al. ， 1953 & 1957). 
The age of the Nijo group is considered to be Late Miocene， except for the 
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Geologic profiles of Mt. Nijo 紅白 (MORIMσroet al.， 1953). 
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Profile 1 (above) : NNW SSE through Donzurubo 
Profile 2 (below) : WSW一一ENEthrough Mt. Nijo 
?
?
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Tab.le D.l. Stratigraphic table of the Nijo group (R. MORIMO~O et al.， 19'53) 
Osaka group (Og) (clay， sand & gravel) jogashiro f. (jf) & Shibayama vol. (Sv) 
unconformity -_，_...，-一一~ー~
Terayama volcanics (Tv) (Dacite) 
disconformi ty 
Harakawa formation (Hf)…・・…………....Kasugayama & Myojin volcanics 
(tuffaceous mudstone and tuff) (Sanukite) 
Upper Donzurubo (Ud) …・・….. …. Medake volcanics 
(tuf & tuff breccia) (Rhyolite) 
Anamushi conglomerate (Ag)……Hata volcanics 
(Hypersthene and~si te) 
Middle DonzuIubo (Md) ・…・・…Ishikiribavolcanics (Iv) 
(tu妊， tuffーもrecc.，agglomerate， (Garnet-beal7Ing' biotite andJesite) 
& tuffaceous sandstone) 
Lower Donzurubo (Ld) ・・………・・・.Shikatanivolcanics 


















Ryoke granites (Gr) 
、
The Kj A dating of the biotite in the Ishikiriba volcanics is 16 x 106 ，years (KAWANO 
& UEDA， 1964). 
From Yamatotakada the hLghway24turns to the east t?Kashiwara.The 
legend says tbat the Country of Japan had been 'established D1ere more than 2000 
years ago. There are色hreesmal1 hills (Unebiyama， Miminashiyama and Amano・
kaguyama) to the south of Kashiwara， cal1ed "Three mountains in Yamatoぺ Of
them， Unebiyama (biotite andesite) and Miminashiyama (garnet-biotite) belongs to 
the Nijo group geologically. From Kashiwara route 24 proceeds to the north across 
the central part of the Nara basin til the city of Nara. 
4c. Environs of Nara City (Stop 4-3"，，5) 
By N. lKEBE and M. SHIMAKUiRA 
Nara is one of the oldest city in Japan， and had been the ca，pital city from 710 
A. D. to 784 A. D~ The city is situated at the northeastern corner of the Nara 
basin. Geologically the basement of the Nara basin is composed of the granitic and 
metamorphic complex of the Ryoke belt (IKEBE & IClllKAWA， 1967 ; YOSHIZAWA， et al， 
1966). The western side of the basin is bordered by the Ikoma range and the 
eastern side by the Yamato plateau. Its northern end is contiguous to the Kyoto 
basin by low hil1s which consist of the Plio-Pleistocene Osaka group. In the Yamato 
plateau， there are formations belonging to Middle Miocene (F'ujiwara group) and 
Early Pliocene (jiigokudami formation and the TSugeno group) whicll unconformably 
cover the Ryok.e complex. The former belongs to the First Setoueti supergroup 
and the latter might be correlated with the later period of the Nijo volcanic group 
(later stage of the Setouchi volcanism). A faul，危 tothe east Qf Nara， running in 
N-S direction borders the basin from the Yamato plateau. It is related to the 
Pleistocene Rokko movements (IKEBE & HUZITA， 1966). 
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Geology of the environs of th.e city of Nara worked out by S. KOKAWA (1954) 
and M. SmMAKURA is shown in Fig. D-3. The Osaka group of this area al belongs 
to its lower division. Hornblende two-pyroxene andesite of Mikasayama (Mikasa 
andesite) is a lava flow inserted in the lowest part of the Osaka group. 
Stop 4-3 Near Takamadoyama， ca 300 m east of the gate of Takamadoyama 
driveway， south east of Nara. Outcrop of the banded gneiss of the Ryoke complex. 
Stop 4-4 Near Sekibutsu， north-east of Takamadoyama. Between Takamado-
yama and Sekibutsu， the driveway passes through the Early Pliocene Jigokudani 
formation unconformably covering the Ryoke complex. Near Sekibutsu， outcrops of 
rhyolitic tuff (Sekibutsu tuff) overlain by the Late Pliocene Saho formation (Osaka 
group) unconformably can be observed. 
Stop 4-5 Look-out at the top of Wakakusayama (Mikasayama). Observations 
on the geomorphology of the Nara basin constructed by the Rokko movements. 
Selected References 
I悶 BE，N. & K. ICHIKAWA (1967) : See itinerary 1. 
IWAHAsm， T. (1963) : Geologic map of the Sambagawa belt， north of Koyasan， Ito-gun， 
Wakayama prefectur~. Pub. Wakayama Univ.， Liberal Arts Coll. 
KAWANO， Y. & Y. UEDA (1964) : K-A dating on the igneous rocks in ]apan (1). Sci. Reρ. 
Tohoku Univ.， 3rd ser. 9， no. 1， p. 99-122. 
KOKAWA， S. (1954) : Geology of Mt. Mikasa and its environs， Nara pref.， with special refe-
rence to the geologic age of “Mikasa andesite" (in ]apanese with English abstract). 
]our. Geol. Soc. ]aρan， 60， p.487-493. 
MORIMOTO， R.， K. HUZITA， H. YOSliIDA， T. MATSUMOTO， M. ITlHARA & T. KASAMA (1953) : 
Geology of Mt. Nijo (in ]apanese). Ea1幼 Science(Chikyu-Kagaku)， no. 11， p. 1-12. 
MORIMOTO， R.， K. HUZITA and T. KASAMA (1957) : Cenozoic volcanism in southwestern ]apan 
with special reference to the history of the Setouchi (Inland Sea) geologic province. 
Congreso Geolog. Intern. XX sesion， Mexico， 1956， sect. 1， p. 161-170. 
YOSHIZAWA， H.， W. NAKAJIMA & K. ISHlZAKA (1966) : The Ryoke metamorphic zone of the 
Kinki district， Southwest ]apan: Accomplishment of a regional geological map. Mem. 
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Iti1ner，ary 5 
Mt.蹟ieiand siw，ako (Oom，i) Basin 
By N. IKEBE， and S. ISHIDA 
Kyoto is， a'S its name means， a form，er ，eapital唱 eityof Japan'. Its， ancI!ent name 
is Heian (“peace")， and for more than one thoutba:nd years (794 AD-1868) Kyoto 
was the resi，d.ence of the Emperor (Ten....no). The city of Kyoto is situate'd at the 
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Fig. E-1! Distrioution of the granites in the northeastern Kink 
clistrict. (H. YosmZAWA et al.， 1965) 
] : Hita， 2，: KitashirakaW3 or 
4 : Mikuno， 
A: 
5 : Suzuka， 6 : 
Kyoto city， B : 
Hiei" 3 : Tailokam.i， 
Ryoke. 
Uji city. 
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Late Paleozoic complex， partly intruded by granitic plutons. The Kyoto basin itself 
consists of the Plio-Pleistocene Osaka group and Late Pleistocene-Recent limnic-
aU，uvial sediments. To the east of the basin is the Hira-Hiei mountain-range 
:running NNE-SSW. Alongぬefoot ofぬismountain (Higashiyama hills) ， there 
runs a fault active in Pleistocene or even in Recent. The fault (Hanaori fault) 
extends northward for a distance of more than 50 km. to form a distinct fault valley 
between the Kitayama mountains (eastern end of the Tamba mountainland) and the 
H仕a-Hieimountain-range. 
To the east of the Hira-Hiei range， there is the Oomi (Biwako) basin embra-
cing Lake Biwa bounded by the Suzuka range to the east. The Oomi basin toge-
ther with the Iga basin neig，hbouring to the souぬ， had been covered by an ancester 
lake of Lake Biwa for almost whole area during Middle Pliocene and Middle 
Pleistocene. The limnic sediments then formed are named as Ko(Paleo-)-Biwako 
group. Low hilly area within the basin are composed of the group covered by 
terrace gravels (Late Pleistooene) in many places. Small low mountains scattered 
in the basin consists of“quartz porphyry" which is considered to belong to the 
Cretaceous igneous rocks， and supposed to be islands in the Plio-Pleistocene Lake 
Biwa (Fig. E-l). 
The Hira-Hiei range considered to be elevated to the mountain-range during 
Pleistocene (the Rokko movements) as shown in Fig. E-2. To the east of Kyoto， 
there is a granitic pluton named as the Kitashirakawa (or Hiei) gr:anite， intruded 
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Fig. E-2 Schematic profile south of Mt. Hiei， showing the elevation of Hiei 
mountains and the subsidence of both sides. (K. NAKAZAWA， 1961) 
58. Kitashir8kawa Granite (Stop 5-1'"-2) 
By H. YosmZAWA and K. IsmzAKA 
The Kitashirakawa (Hiei) granite is a stock-shaped body， intruding into the 
Paleozoic formation， and having the width of 5 km in E-W direction and 5-7 km 
in N-S direction (Fig. E-3). This granite is medium-grained， biotite adamellitic and 
is characterized by the presence of allanite as accessory mineral. 
HUZITA 
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The granite is composed of、quartz，plagioclase， usually zoned， alkali feldspar 
and bioti te. Plagioclase is the predominant mineral and occurs as subhedral crysta1. 
The An composition of its inner part is '27-25 and that of outermost part is 40-32. 
Alkali feldspar is microcline perthite and occurs as interstitial minera1. Accessory 
zircon， apatite and magnetite are present. 
A portion of this granite body is porphyritic. Th，e porphyritic alkali feldspar 
(microcline perthite) are scattered with 2-3 grains per 1m2， which dimension is 
usua1[y 2-3 cm in }，eng，th and 1ζm in width.* The porphyritic granite constitutes 
the inner phase of the granite pluton， and takes an el1iptic shape as seen in the 
geological map. The boundary between the porphyritic and nonporphyritic granite 
is obscure or distinct， according to the di妊erentoutcrops. However， no fault or 
Intrusive relation rs found between these two facies. 
In the eastern part of the Kitashirakawa granite body， occur large granite 
porphyry and quartz porphyry dikes， both running NNE-SSW， and at northern and 
southern end， inject into the Paleozoic formatoin. Smal1 aplite and lamprohyre 
also develop in this granite， trending in NNW -SSE and NNE-SSW respectively. 
The time (f)lf the emplacement of this granite is approximately 90 m. y. ago 
according to recent Rb-Sr and" K-Ar age determination (HAYASE， 1961 ; HAYASE & 
ISHIZAKA， 1'967 ; KAWANO ，& UEDA， 1967). 
ln the southwest of Mt. Hiei， approximately 30 km apart， develops a regiother-
mal metamorphic zone， name[y the Ryoke metamorphic zone. A large quantity of 
granitic rocks occur in this metamorphic zone. Among the Ryoke granites， espe-
ciaIly those occuring in the northern part of this metamorphic zone， are similar in 
their rock facies to the Kitashirakawa granite. The time of the emplacement of 
the Ryoke gran1ite is also Cretaceous acoording to the age determinations. Thus， 
the Ryoke granite and the Kitashirakawa granite are considered to have a close 
genetical rela tion. 
A fairly large granite body OCCUliS in the north of Mt. Hiei， approximately 
20 km north， inthe Paleozoic formation and is called the Hira granite. This is a 
biotite granite， instrict sense， with pink alkali feldspar， and is considered to be 
intruded in later stage and in shallower depth than the Kitashirakawa granite. 
Stop 5-1 East of Yamanaka， 500 m west of the entrance of Hieizan driveway. 
Porphyritic granite of the Kitashirakawa pluton. 
Stop 5-2 Look-out at the top of Mt.， Hiei. Morphology of the Hiei mountain 
and the Oomi (Biwako) basin. 
5b. Kobiwako group (Stop 5-3) 
By S. IsmDA and N. lKEBE 
Hills in Oomi (Biwako)-Iga basin are made of the lake sediments of the Second 
Setouchi stage (Pliocene-Middle Pleistocene) (Fig E-4). The Kobiwako group 
of about 500 m. in thickness is composed of gravels， sands and clays with thin tuff 
* This porphyritic alkali feldspar is not easily found in the weathered granite. 
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Fig. E-4 Compiled geologic map of the Pliocene-Pleistocene-Lake Biwa District 
(compiled by S. ISHIDA after IKEBE， 1933， unpublished， ITlHARA， 19s4 
& TAKAYA， 1963， et al.) 
Legend 
1 : Recent alluvium 2 : Younger terrace Yokaichi formation 
3 : Older terrace Nunobikiyama formation 
l{obiwako group (Pliocene-Pleistocene) 4: Undivided 5: Katada formation， B9-11 
6 : Gamoo formation， B6-8 7 : Sayama formation， B2-5 8 : Igaformation， B1 
9 : Ayukawa & Tsuzuki groups (Middle Miocene) 10 : Pre-Neogene basements 
11 : Fault 
4・
‘ 
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intercalations of more than ten beds. According to TAKAYA (1963) the group is 
divided into the Iga， Koga and Katada formations in ascending order， and subdivided 
into 11 beds by 10 tephrozones (Table E-1). The Iga formation is mainly composed 
of sands intercalating lignite seams. The Koga formation is clayey strata， and is 










Table E-1. Stratigraphic divisions of the Kobiwako group 
(After TAKAYA， modified by ISHIDA) 
Formatlon 8ed Thlokness I mportant fosil 
50 m 8-11 -----StegodoJil orientalls 
Katada B骨 10 30・40
:こ二 Elephas shigensis 
8-9 70-80 . 
8-8 40 Top of Metasequola .& G Iyptostrobus 
8-7 20 ，. 
8-6 10・15 Top of Nyssa & Liquidamber 




Iga 8-1 180 -----Stegodon sp. 
• 
Fossi1s of fresh-water mollusks occur in this group (1阻 BE，1933)， e.g.， Lanceo-
laria oxyrhincha， Unio biwae， Limnium reiniana， Cristaria plicata S.ρatiosa， Ano-
donta sp.， Corbicula sandai， ViviParus longistira. They are now survived in the 
lake Biwa. Some of them are restricted in the lake and the Yodo drainage basin. * 
MIKI (1948) reports the plant fossils of 28 genera， 46 species. Of them， 
Tertiary type plants such as Nyssa and Liquidambar are limited in the lower part 
.below B-6， whereas the top horizon of Metasequoia and Glyρtostrobus is in B-8. 
As for the Proboscidean remains， Stegodon orientalis has been found from the B-11 
bed， and molars of Eleρhas (“Archidiskodon") shigensis have been found from B-9 
and B-10 beds. (IKEBE， et al， 1966 ; KAMEI， 1966). The Azuki tu妊 whichis the 
best key bed in the Osaka group is intercalated in B-10. The Osaka group may 
correspond to B-4"，，11 of this group. Strata below B-7 might belong to Pliocene. 
Stop 5-3 Near Katada， west of Biwako Bridge. Sand and clay beds of the 
Katada formation. 
Selected References 
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YOSHIZAWA， H.， K. ISHIZAKA， K. KANEKO & M. KAWAHARA (1965) : Geology and petrology of 
the Hira Granite， and mutual relations between granites in the northeastern Kinki 
district， ]apan. Mem Coll. Sci.， Univ. Kyoto， ser. B， 31， no. 4， p. 279-289. 
Addendum: After their detai!ed resurvey， S.IsmDA and T. YOKOYAMA (1968) 
have very lately， revised the stratigraphic division of the Kobiwako group. The 
revised schema is as foUows: the Iga formatiol.i (compris，ing B1 member)， the 
Sayama formation (comprising B2-5 membet幼， the Gamoo formation (B6-8) and 
t he Katada formation (B9-11). Table E-1 should be corrected as above. Distribu-
tion of these new subdivisions are shown in the compiIed geo】ogicalmap (Fig. E-4). 
ISHIDA， S. & T. YOKOYAMA (1968) : Tephrochronology of Pliocene-Pleistocene series in 












E玄plana，tionof Plate 1 
Rokl玉0.area 
Fig. r Exposure of the “Lardz bed"in 
the Manchidani fotmation. Stop 
1-1， Manchidani， Nishinoaiya 
City. (Photo by T. KASAMA). 
Fig. 2 Weaぬered coarse-g，rained Rokko 
granite (“Mぉa"). Stop 1-6， on 
the ridge of Mt. Rokko，. (Photo 
by T. K.ASAMA). 
Marl1Glhldani Formatlion------~rz・
Fig. 3 Koyo fault runfnl_ing in the Osa~à group. 
Stop 1-3， Takatsl!lkayam:a， Asbiya ，City. 
(Photo by Y. MAED:A)， '. 
Fig. 4l Ootsuki fault cutting the terrace graVie1s at tJ1e SQutherR foot of the Rokko 
tange. Stop 1-5" Dobash.i， Kobe City. (Photo by Y. M.AEDA). 
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Explanation 01 PlateI:I 
Rokko area 
Fig. 1 Horaikyo seen from the north.. Stop 1-10'， N，ishinomiya City. (Photo by Kobe Press). 
Rokko Range 、
ニー仁 -R仙川st-一一一一一一一
Fig. 2 Ashiya thrust bounding the Rokko grani te 
of the Kashigamine block and the Osaka 
group on the Kitayama block. Location is 
shown in Pl. 11， Fig. 4. (Photo by Y. 
MAEDA). 
Fig. 3 Rokko thrust at Hakusuikyo. 
Stop 1-9， Nishinomiya City. 
(Photo by T. KASAMA). 
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Fig. 4 Bird's-eye view of the southeastern side of the Rokko mountain range. 
(Photo by K. HUZITA). 












































Explanation of Plate 11 
Figs. 1-3 Izumi group (late Late Cretaceous) of the Izumi mountains. 
Fig. 1 AccordiQn folds of the psammite-pelite multilayers. About 200 m south of Stop 
2-2， near Mikasa-ike， northern part of Wakayama city. Length of the measure 1 m. 
(Photo by K. ICHIKAWA). 
Fig. 2 ExamTle of graded beds (psephite→psammitic pelite). Near Stop 2-1， N'ankai 
town， Osaka prefecture，. Length of the tneasu.~e 50' cm. (Photo by K. ICIUKAWA). 
Fig. 3 Example of flute casts on the sole of southward dipping psammite layer. 
Current from left (east) to right. (Photo by K. ICHIKAWA). 
Fig. 4 Psammitic (light-coloured) and pelitic crystalline schists of the Sambagawa belt. Stop 
2-6， Shinwakaura， Wakayama city. Note bedding schistosity and closely spaced slip 

































E玄planationof Plate IV 
Figs. la一c Chichibu belt. Stop 2-8， sea coast of Takada， Arita city， Wakayama prefecture. 
Figs. la-b Permian phylltic rQcks (left) overlain clino-unconformably by the Lower 
Cretaceous conglomerate (right). Boundary indicated by hammer in 1b. Site of lb is 
shown in 1 a. Some slight dislocation may have taken place along the boundary plane， 
but the amount of dislocation， if any， is not so significant as to let us suspect the 
original， unconformable relationship. (Photo by Y. MAEDA). 
Fig. 1c Minor folds within the Permian phyllitic layers about 20 m below the boundary. 
The outcrop is adjacent to the Ieft side of 1 a・ (Photoby K. ICHlKAWA). 
Figs. 2-3 Butsuzo tectonic line. 
Fig. 2 Damaged mansory wall along the Butsuzo tectonic line. Stop 2-10， east of the 
Mizukoshi pass along highway 42. Left (above the side-wall) : Permian Shjrasaki 
group. Right : pelitic rocks of the Hidakagawa supergroup of the Shimanto belt. The 
subvertical fault plane is as yet observable along the southern limit of the Perm泊n
rocks. (Photo by K. ICHlKA WA) . 
Fig. 3 Thrust faults， close and parallel to the Butsuzo line， within the Hidakagawa 
supergroup. Near Stop 2-10a， Kamiyazaki， Yura town， Wakayama prefecture. (Photo 











Explanation of Plate V 
Muro belt. Otonashigawa subgroup (Eocene ?) of the Muro group at Stop 2-11， sea coast 




Fig. 3 . 
Fig. 4 
Fig. 5 
Asymmetrical syncline in the psammi tic al ternations. 
Axial core of isoclinal synclinal structure in the psammitic alternations. 
Palaeodictyon on the sole of fine-grained psammite. 
Biohieroglyphs on the sole of fine-grained psammite. 
Biohieroglyphs on the sole of fine-grained psammite. 








































E'xplanation of Plate VI 
Fig. 1 Sandanpeki Cli妊， Shirahama (Stop 3-1). 
30 m-elevated abrasion pl'atform with tn'arise terraee deposits (sand and gravels) 
near the right end of the picture. The clif is composed of S-9 sandstone of 
the Shirahama member， Kanayama formation (Middle Miocene). 
Figs. 2 and 3 Examples of clastic dykes in the alternations of sandstone and mudstone 
of the Shirahama mem ber， Kanayama formation， exposed at the sea-cliff north 
of Mifuneyama， Shirahama (Stop 3-3). 








Explanation of Plate VIli 
Median tectonic line. Wakayama prefecture. 
Fig.] Gross trace of the Median teetonic line along the sou thern foot of the Izumi 
mountains. Aerial photo from Wakayama (somewhere above Stop 2-3) to the 
northwest. (Photo by SHIMADA). 
Fig. 2 Outcrop of the Median tectonic line at Stop 4-1， Kami-niuya， northeast of 
Kokawa， Wakayama prefecture. Haaging wall : Izumi group. FootwaU: Shobu-
dani formation. Boundary indicated by head of the hammer. (Photo by 
Y. MaEDA). 
Fig. 3 Outcrop of the Median tectonic line at Stop 4-2， Shobudani， Hashimoto ci，ty， 
Wakayama prefecture. Hanging wall : Izumi group. Footwall: pelitic crystal-
line schist of the Sambagawa belt. (Photo by Y. MAEDA) . 
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